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FOREWORD

Dear friends and collegues,
We are excited to present to you our new summer catalogue!
We continue to explore the diverse and multilayered early Soviet
period and what cultural phenomenons and editions it generated. A
new country desperately needed a new Soviet man, a new architecture,
a new art - a new everything. Our sections of Architecture, Cinema & TV,
Theatre & Music, Children, Exhibition Catalogues gathered some well
and lesser known positions but all of them are rare survivals of the
time and even rare guests on the book market. They tell us the story of
the best country ever planned. The tragedy is that not all the prospects
were allowed to become reality.
Architecture section is filled with controversy from eclectic talent of
Chernikhov (#1), to Ginzburg who set constructivism on a socialist path
but lost the battle still (#3). There are also an architecture textbooks
on space and lighting for a new Soviet architects (#3, 5) and a great
little book on building children’s parks and providing them with many
activities (#6).
Next section is opened with Kino-Fot which was so edgy and avantgarde in its day but today we consider it a classic (#7). One of the first
books on cinematography «Culture of Cinematographer» is also in our
selection accompanied with great shots from Eisenstein’s films and
shootings (#9).
Books on theatre in our collection are also great examples of
constructivist wrapper design which was very popular (and allowed) for
a short period of time (#11-13).
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A collection of early Krokodil magazine issues stands out, and it is
first of all thanks to striking satirical art by Mayakovsky, Deni, Moor,
Cheremnykh, Efimov and many other inspiring artists of the day (#16).
To your attention we also bring some of the best Russian literature: it
was so difficult to get someone to print the first ‘Master and Margarita’
but today it is considered one of the best novels of the 20th century
(#17); two Mayakovsky’s editions famously destroying the old principles
and always creating new art language: here we can see his invention agitprop theatre for peasants as well as the his vision of America in a
form of travel notes (#20).
Our traditional selection of science books dates back to 19th century
with the highlight being Mendeleev’s vision of Organic Chemistry, told
in his first textbook (#24), also there could be found first account about
Moscow State University (#23), first textbook on acoustics in Russian
(#26) and others.
Books about children in 1920s are so much different from children’s
books: #27 is a collection of tragic children’s stories about Civil War,
#29 is a book of parenting tips for young Soviet mothers, #30 is a book
about nurseries in kolkhoz which appeared because of Soviet five-year
plans.
Finally, the most hard to get are art exhibition catalogues, and they can
tell the best story of hardships of art in 1920s-1930s.
Pavel and Julie
Bookvica
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[ L E A R N I N G T O FA N TA S I Z E L I K E C H E R N I K H O V ]

Chernikhov, Y.G. Iskusstvo nachertania [i.e. The Art of Graphic
Representation]. [Leningard]: Knigoizdate’stvo Akademii khudozhetsv,
[1927]. 77, [3] pp.: ill. 18x13 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Tear
of the spine, owner’s signature and marks on the front wrapper and
title page. Otherwise a very good, clean and sound copy.
Worldcat
locates copies at
Cleveland Library,
Getty Research
Institute, NYPL.

First edition of the first book.
Yakov Chernikhov (1889-1951) was one of the most unusual
and innovative talents of the time, known for his Architectural
Fantasies, and here are these fantasies in the making. This is a textbook
on a special subject developed Chernikhov himself, which he called
«the art of graphic representation». It was not a drawing textbook, as
one might understand from the title. Under the old-fashioned title
Chernikhov meant something very modern. It is about graphic, spatial,
and abstract compositions, and seeks to encourage students to use
lines, planes, and solid to express beauty and movement without
depicting anything known or recognizable, experimenting with all
the boundless possibilities open to them. This book was designed for
beginners, for people who had not so far been involved in drawing, and
not burdened with education at all. It was this kind of youth that filled
the Soviet secondary and higher educational institutions in the 1920s.
The more amazing is Cherninov’s task that he brought up on himself.
His architectural fantasies have not lost their nutritive power to this
day and serve a powerful source of inspiration.
Publications like this were very unusual, since for the previous
fifteen years, modern art had been used to express slogans, manifestoes,
and statements of principle. The essence of Chernikhov’s first book, as
well as the remaining unnoticed by critics, was revolutionary in relation
to the academic school of architectural drawing, which he himself
passed. Not recognized by contemporaries, a unique textbook on the
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development of spatial thinking has not lost its significance even
today. Later, he was reproached in the formalistic approach, the poor
presentation of the theory but the graphics were always praised.
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[ O N E O F T H E N E W E R A T E X T B O O K S F O R YO U N G A RC H I T E C T S ]

Krinsky, V.F. Elementy arkhitekturno-prostranstvennoi kompozitsii [i.e.
Elements of Architectural and Spatial Composition]. Moscow; Leningrad:
Gosstroiizdat, 1934. 172 pp.: ill., 5 ill. 29,5x21,5 cm. In publisher’s cloth
with red lettering. General soiling, title page is toned, owner’s signature
on the front board and title page.
Worldcat
locates copies at
Columbia, Getty,
Arizona State
University.

First edition. One of 4000 copies. Illustrated throughout with
numerous black and white drawings and photographs.
The main subject of this textbook is a series of aspects of spatial
composition in architecture. The author based this material on his own
10 year experience of teaching at Moscow architecture university first
year students basics of composition (the discipline was called “Space”).
First this discipline appeared in VKHUTEIN in 1923 ‘as a result of a
long fight at the architecture department between different views on
architectural method’.
The author used materials from that discipline, ‘the most
valuable parts’. In general the book is dedicated to simply what resources
and tools to use and how an architect can operate them. It became
important not to lose touch with the reality, but also he stated “you
can’t design and build only based on studies of spatial composition (it
becomes formalism), but you can’t manage without it”. This textbook
does not renounce the experience and heritage of constructivism of the
1920s but he strongly against formalism in the future. This textbook
laid grounds for future architects of 1930s and 1940s.
The book is illustrated throughout, and the most impressive
are combinations of old and new architecture on one page or a turn,
like Parthenon frieze and The Dnieper Hydroelectric Station (designed
by constructivist architects Viktor Vesnin and Nikolai Kolli), or Palazzo
Valmarana and Le Corbusier’s house, or The Admiralty building in St.
Petersburg and The Derzhprom building in Kharkiv, or Novgorod
cathedral and Konstantin Melnikov’s club in Moscow.
The book’s application is also worth attention: it includes tasks
for students and examples of their solutions (practical work for first
year students of “Space” discipline at VKHUTEIN 1923-1933). The most
interesting part are photographs of architectural models which are
basically exemplary task solutions (see photos).
Vladimir Fedorovich Krinsky (1890-1971) was one of the
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prominent representatives of the architectural rationalism (one of
the main architectural groups in 1920s-30s). He was a professor at
VKHUTEMAS in 1920s and a head of the United workshop (‘Obmas’)
with Ladovsky and Dokuchaev. During his work at VKHUTEMAS he made
a significant contribution to improving the methods of developing
spatial thinking among future architects. He himself experimented a
lot with the volume, color and texture of the material, revealing the
artistic possibilities of these means of architectural expressiveness and
developing the most effective methods of teaching. This experience
was summed up in this book (together with I.V. Lamtsov and M.A. Turkus)
approved for the architectural universities.
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[ S OV I E T A RC H I T E C T U R E : G I N Z B U RG , K H I G E R A N D S E M E N OV ]

Voprosy arkhitektury: Sbornik statei [i.e. Architecture Issues: A Collection of
Articles]. [Moscow; Leningrad]: Izogiz, 1935. 208 pp.: ill. 30x21,5 cm. In
original printed wrappers. Tears of the wrappers, tiny tears and creases
of some pages, soiling and spots, owner’s ink stamp on the half title,
front cover is slightly detached from the text block. Otherwise a good
copy.
Worldcat locates
copies in NYPL,
Getty, Columbia
and Cornell
Universities.

A valuable piece of a historical evidence on Moscow
reconstruction of 1935, Ginzburg’s constructivist project of MoscowDonbass Highway and Khiger’s civil housing critics (communal houses).
Illustrated throughout with black and white photographs, plans and
drawings. One of 6000 copies. Wrappers and title page by I.F. Rerberg
(1892-1957), master of the Soviet wrapper design.
The collection was published by the Union of Soviet Architects
(the union was formed in 1932 after the demolition of all other
architectural unions). It’s interesting that in the preface it is stated
that a few statements from the authors are controversial (regarding
historical aspects) but they were not removed to generate a healthy
creative discussion.
The edition is divided into two sections - a historical part
includes works on Egyptian architecture, sculpture in architecture,
architecture and planning of Versailles Park, but most valuable articles
in the second part on architectural reconstruction of Moscow (by
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Vladimir Semenov), architectural design of Moscow-Donbass Railroad
(by famous Soviet architect Moisei Ginzburg), problems of civil housing
on Soviet architecture (by Roman Khiger, architecture critic and writer).
“Moscow must become the best city in the world” - that was
the intent of a massive reconstruction planned in 1935. It was the
first complex reconstruction plan of Moscow. Semenov was one of the
architects responsible for the General plan. In his article he describes the
problems, tasks and aims, gives statistical data but the most interesting
part is a short analysis of 7 competition projects by Le Corbusier, Ernst
May, Hannes Meyer, Nikolai Ladovsky and others. For every project a
plan is given. For example, Le Corbusier’s plan was rejected because
he wanted to redo the existing radial-circular system of the city and
create a new one according to his urban views, and the main point
of the General plan was to keep the existing system and improve it.
None of the competition’s projects announced earlier was recognized
as sufficiently convincing to become the basis of the future real plan
for the reconstruction of Moscow. Semenov and another responsible
for the final plan architect Sergei Chernyshev were consulted by many
eminent architects, including constructivists Nikolaev, Vesnin brothers,
Kolli. The city’s shape was improved and became more clean by the end
of the decade, and that look was unchanged for many decades.
This article is very important as one can see what Moscow
could have been looked like and what it was supposed to look like
according to architect of the General plan, what they had in mind when
planning the new look of the capital.
Simple yet striking designs by Moisei Ginzburg for MoscowDonbass Railroad stand out in this edition. In the article the architect
stated that was a completely new task for Soviet architecture. Ginzburg
with such architects like Vesnin brothers, Golosov, Nikolaev, Ladovsky
(all from the Union) started to work on the project in 1933. The most
difficult thing, he said, is the achievement of integrity and architectural
unity of all structures. The article provides wonderful constructivist
designs of stations, technical departures, apartment houses, roadblocks,
road houses, dorms (communal houses), dining rooms.
Khiger gives a detailed analysis of civil housing starting from
pre-Revolutionary buildings and discussing reconstructive period of the
second half of 1920s - search for a new forms of housing due to a new
socialist alteration of the day to day life.
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[ S OV I E T R U R A L KO L K H O Z C L U B S ]

Rzianin, M.I. Proekty kolkhoznykh klubov i raionnykh domov kul’tury
[i.e. Projects of Kolkhoz Clubs and Local Houses of Culture]. Moscow:
Izdatel’stvo Vsesoiuznoi arkhitektury, 1937. 157, [1] pp.: ill., 5 ill. 35x26,5
cm. In publisher’s green cloth. Good, general wear, cloth rubbed, tears of
the spine, cracks of the endpapers.
Worldcat locates
copies in NYPL,
Columbia
University, NYU.

One of 7000 copies. Very rare.
A unique collection of architectural projects for regional
kolkhoz clubs and houses of culture, the first and only of such kind.
The edition is dedicated to architecture projects of kolkhoz
clubs with plans, technical details, and general information of the
accommodation.
This book include 23 projects of different types of houses
(also called palaces) of culture for Soviet regions. House of culture was
used for different recreational needs: arts, sports, collections, etc. Every
town, kolkhoz and sovkhoz had a central palace or house of culture.
They served another important purpose: they housed local congresses
and conferences of the regional divisions of the Communist Party, the
Komsomol, etc. In smaller rural settlements similar establishments
of lesser scope were known as «clubs», with main activities there
being dance nights and cinema. Such public spaces were supposed to
aid the «cultural leisure» of Soviet workers and children and to fight
«cultureless leisure», such as drinking and hooliganism.
The beginning of the 1930s marked a broader development
of rural architectural and construction practices. The socialist
reconstruction of agriculture in the years of the second and third
five-year plans covered practically all the main areas of agricultural
production.
They first purposefully started to develop kolkhoz projects in
1935. Architects who designed rural clubs faced complex challenges. It
was necessary to create a completely new type of building, to correctly
understand its functional nature, to find appropriate planning solutions,
to achieve an expressive volumetric composition and all this with
modest material means. The architectural appearance of the clubs was
especially important, since in most cases it was the clubs, as the largest
buildings, that played the leading role in the architectural and spatial
composition of the village as a whole.
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The first results came out as a series of design projects of
clubs and houses of culture by Khiger and Leonidov, both of them were
eminent constructivist architects. Those projects didn’t bring acceptable
solutions as they were of an emphatically abstract and formal nature,
they testified to complete ignorance of the life, culture and economy of
the kolkhoz, but they played their own role for the further discussion.
So the contest was held, and many projects of kolkhoz clubs of different
capacities (100-500 people) were submitted by Soviet architects.
Among them were Kolli, Urban, Kornfeld, Ponomariova, Fomin, Levinson,
Fridman, Rostkovsky, Dombrovsky, Munts, Ludvig, Tvel’kmeier, Rubanenko
and A. Ginzburg (all presented in this album). Some of the projects were
awarded like project of the club for 250 people by Oskar Munts (18711942) and the project for 500 people by A. Ginzburg and B. Rubanenko.
Each project in this album is presented by drawings and
detailed analysis of the project, explanatory and critic notes. The album
includes application in a form of approximate tables of construction
materials, labor costs as well as working blueprints of a club project by
constructivist Nikolai Kolli (1894-1966).
In July 1936 approved projects by Kolli, Munts, Levinson,
Fridman, Fomin and others were being developed into estimated and
blueprints as it stated in the preface.
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[LIGHTING IN ARCHITECTURE]

Gusev, N.M. Svet v arkhitekture [i.e. Lighting in Architecture]. Moscow;
Leningrad: ONTI, 1937. 211 pp.: ill. 25,5x17,5 cm. In publisher’s cloth
with silver lettering on the front board and spine (by M.A. Il’in). General
wear and toning, otherwise a very good copy.
No copies in USA
according to the
Worldcat.

One of 5000 copies. Rare. First book about light in architecture
in Russian.
The material of the book is mainly the result of the research
work done by the author (Nikolai Mikhailovich Gusev, professor, doctor
of technical sciences, member of The International Commission on
Illumination), together with the data of foreign and Soviet specialists.
The author states in the book that there is almost nothing regarding
technical literature on the question of lighting at that moment.
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Bibliography lists 28 titles, and only few of them are Russian original
titles and all are from the first half of the 1930s.
The most precious part of this book is a large amount of schemes,
drawings, plans, photographs, including photos of buildings in Germany,
USA as well as examples of natural and artificial lighting in USSR (e.g.,
underground stations, parachute tower in Moscow which was destroyed
during the war).
Next textbook about architectural lighting design came out
only in 1973 written by Gusev and his former student V.G. Makarevich
(there was another Gusev’s book in 1949 titled “Architectural Lighting
Engineering”).
The edition includes information for students for designing
the utilitarian side of lighting, depending on climatic conditions,
technological features of the building and hygiene requirements; the
results of research work at enterprises, allowing the reader to correctly
evaluate certain methods of solving light lines. The second part of the
book is also technical but consists of information on how buildings
were lit in the past, how museums and galleries are lit, how industrial
buildings are lit and why etc.
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[ M A K E A PA R K F O R C H I L D R E N Y O U R S E L F ]

Gliazer, S.V. Detskie sady i parki: Prakticheskie materialy po oborudovaniu,
oformleniyu i organizatsii dosuga v detskikh parkakh, sadakh, skverakh i
na ploshchadkakh [i.e. Children’s Gardens and Parks: Practical Materials
on Equipment, Decoration and Organization of Children’s Leisure Time in
Parks, Gardens, and Playgrounds]. [Moscow]: izd. i f-ka iunosheskoi knigi
izd-va «Molodaia gvardia», 1937. 114, [6] pp.: ill. 27x17 cm. In original
illustrated cloth binding with blind and faded gilt lettering. Near fine,
some light rubbing, a couple of pencil underlinings.
No copies at the
Worldcat.

First and only edition. One of 10000 copies. Rare.
This a remarkable book about creation of children’s parks
intended for organizers and workers of such parks, playgrounds,
‘organizers of children in squares and boulevards’, etc. Most of attractions
and constructions from the book can be build in the city and village,
even in pioneer summer camp. The edition is richly illustrated with
drawings and plans for visibility providing us with an amazing material
to study.
The book consists of several chapters: Planning of children’s
park, Equipment of the park, Attractions, Decoration, Sports,
entertainment and games. At once the author says «All sorts of planning
and standard projects of children’s parks will only be harmful. On the
site it is always clearer what can be more interesting for children,
what and where to build...» (which sounds unusual for 1937 in Soviet
Union where everything should be planned and according to the rules
of the mighty). The idealism of this book («At every step in the park
kids should meet wonderful surprises») echoes the idealism of the
era. People were still very enthusiastic about building communism, for
example the Stakhanovite movement just appeared in 1935. Soviet
people were eager to build and organize themselves and their children.
Besides lacking entertainment in the past people used to invent things.
This book continue the tradition.
First thing to build in a park is a stadium for sports which can
include anything - football field, solarium, tennis and volleyball courts,
crocket field, etc. A pool should be build if there is no natural water
reservoir. The second place in author’s hierarchy take attractions which
are better to install in one place in a shape of horseshoe. Next step
is building areas for quiet games and reading. Laboratories, shooting
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galleries, theatre, preschool playgrounds are also described in the
planning section along with service blocks (canteen, buffet, first-aid
post, restrooms, etc.).
Chapter ‘Equipment’ provides plans and algorithm of building
sporting grounds including track, skating ring, basketball court, bowling
alley; among attractions to build are pole for walking by plumb, swings,
‘steep slide’, ‘flamethrower’, ‘spiralball’ and other unusual and easy-tobuild entertaining activities.
On designing park’s decoration the author again declares
that standard project of decoration is unnecessary because there are
many of ways to do it and one can invent whatever they like. He gives
examples on how to do it with illustrations of slightly bizarre objects
like an alcove in a shape of big scissors, or green sculpture of a dragon,
or geographical flowerbed. This was supposed to give inspiration and
ideas.
Probably the most interesting and valuable part of this book
is description of games: Chinese billiards ‘biksi’, pushball, ‘belki’ [i.e.
squirrels] - national game of the north regions, pioneerball and many
others.
Amazing how this book includes all kinds of drawings and
designs for constructing next to very attractive drawings which are
actually part of the book design. There are also a few photographs,
including a rare shot of Archimedes Club in Gorky park.
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[CONSTRUCTIVIST CLASSICS]

Kino-Fot [i.e. Film-Photo]. Issue #2 of only 6. 8-15 of September, 1922.
St. Petersburg: Kini-Fot, 1922. 16 pp.: phot.,. 28x22 cm. Original
photomontage wrappers by Alexander Rodchenko who used his wife
Varvara Stepanova’s photomontage which juxtaposed a photo of
Charlie Chaplin with photos of industrial objects. Very good/near fine
condition. A few pale stains on the front cover.
Not in MoMA,
The Russian
Avant-Garde
Book.

One of 8000 copies. First edition. Extremely rare periodical,
especially in without damages, in almost mint condition.
The legendary magazine, the core of Gan-RodchenkoStepanova collaboration. This particular issue illustrated throughout
with typographic designs and photos of the abstract compositions by
Rodchenko; Kuleshov’s article on the chamber cinema; Dziga Vertov’s
articles on Kino-Pravda; numerous letterpress designs.
Photography and cinema were both still very new and exciting
for a new emerging audience. To add to that photomontage pictures,
avant-garde layouts, unusual types and all other elements Kino-Fot
was on the very edge of design and influenced the creative flow of
1920s.
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[ S OV I E T F I L M A RT ]

Kollezhskii registrator [i.e. The Stationmaster]. Moscow: MezhrabpomRus’, 1925. 16 pp.: ill., photographs. 30,5х22,5 cm. In original illustrated
wrappers by I. Bograd. Near fine. Some soiling and slightly rubbed spine.
No copies in USA
according to
Worldcat.

First and only edition. One of 15000.
This edition is dedicated to the Soviet silent film which came
out in 1925. Scenes from the film with captions followed by small
excerption from original story - Alexander Pushkin’s classic novella ‘The
Stationmaster’. In 1927 Mary Pickford after coming back from Soviet
Russia in an interview called The Stationmaster the best film she
watched there.
Israel Bograd (1899-1938) was a designer, graphic, poster
artist. He is mostly known for his works in advertising and film posters.
He based his works on contemporary Western and Soviet art, but his
posters of 1920-30s stylistically close to art deco were slightly standing
out from a number of works of the time. Characters of his posters
contrast with images forced by Soviet ideology. Nevertheless some of
his remarkable works are considered classic of Soviet advertising.
The film by Ivan Moskvin (1874-1946) who was a Soviet actor
and director. This is the only film he directed.
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[ A R T O F C I N E M AT O G R A P H Y I N 1 9 2 0 S ]

Boltiansky, G.M. Kul’tura kino-operatora: Opyt issledovania, osnovannyi
na rabotakh E.K. Tisse [i.e. Culture of Cinematographer: Research Study
Based on Works by E.K. Tisse]. Moscow; Leningrad: Kinoizdatel’stvo
RSFSR Kinopechat’, 1927. 77, [3] pp.: ill., port. 17,5x13,6 cm. In original
photomontage wrappers with yapped edges. Very good, some wear of
the extremities, tiny tears of the top and bottom of the spine, Soviet
bookshop’s ink stamp and pencil mark on the rear cover, previous
owner’s initials in the corner of the title page.
Worldcat located
copies in Museum
of Modern Art
and University of
Denver.

First edition. One of 2000 copies. Very rare. With rare
photographs from the shooting of Eisenstein’s «The General Line»
(1929).
This book is about modern cinematography is also the first book
about specific cinematographers in Russian. It’s dedicated to Eduard
Tisse (1897-1961) who filmed famous Eisenstein’s «Strike» and kept
working with him for the next 20 years. Boltiansky also mentions other
colleagues of his and even provides their portraits: Charles G. Rosher
(1885-1974), two-time Academy Award-winning cinematographer who
worked from the early days of silent films through the 1950s; Guido
Sieber, German experimenter; Günther Rittau (1893-1971), famous for
working on «Metropolis»; Alexander Levitsky.
In his third book the author explores the world of cinematography
in the conditions of modern culture. All his focus is on Eduard Tisse’s
work, one of the most famous first cinematographers (specifically
new shooting techniques in ‘Strike’, achievements and montage issues
in ‘Battleship Potiomkin’, the role of newsreel in his work, et al.). In
conclusion he marks the ‘director’s slant of the cinematographer’ starting with building composition, angle application, lyrical lighting,
revealing the texture of the things, etc. He states the importance of
cinematographer and puts it next to the director.
Grigory Moiseevich Boltiansky (1885-1953), Soviet film
historian, director, professor, the organizer of the cinema cabinet of the
State Academy of Artistic Sciences founder of the revolutionary newsreel
and one of the founders of Soviet cinematography. He was teaching at
VGIK since 1931. He was the first man to be awarded Honored artist of
Soviet cinema.
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[ F I R S T B O O K A B O U T S OV I E T T V ]

Arkhangel’sky, V.I. Televidenie [i.e. Television]. Moscow: Radioizdat, 1936.
240, [3] pp.: ill. 22x15 cm. In publisher’s illustrated cardboards (by N.M.
Lobanov) with lettering embossed on a cloth spine. Toned, edges of
boards scuffed. Otherwise a good, internally clean copy.
No copies
according at the
Worldcat.

This is the first systematized book about television in Russian.
The very first account about television was published in 1932
by Arkhangel’sky but it was twice smaller than this edition and was
of introductory nature. On these two books a whole generation of
specialists of that time studied. Even though it includes many technical
details the main purpose of this book was still to inform (and maybe
vaunt) Soviet people that there already TV programs exist in 1936 in
USSR, and that very soon there will be more and better television for
everyone (such books also were supposed to arouse interest and attract
people to this new subject).
The text includes many technical details about television as
well as many black and white photographs, illustrations and diagrams.
From chapter “Telecasting in the USSR” one learns how moving
pictures were first translated in 1931 and how it was achieved. The
book is divided in two parts - mechanical and electronic television. In
conclusion the author summarized achievements and proposes future
goals. In Moscow and Leningrad telecenters were opened in 1936 and
carried out experimental transmissions on electronic technology. The
Moscow television center broadcast in the «American» standard for 343
lines, and was equipped with Radio Corporation of America equipment.
Transfer of the Moscow small television studio could watch 15-30
thousand viewers in different cities of the USSR. This is due to the
fact that most of the receivers were installed in clubs, that’s why each
audience gathered quite a lot of spectators, especially after the Moscow
studio started broadcasting not only at night but also from 6 to 7 PM.
Viacheslav Ivanovich Arkhangel’sky (1898-1981) was a Soviet
engineer, radio technician, PhD who developed the first TV broadcasting
equipment in USSR and organized first regular programs. Since 1930
he permanently worked at the All-Union Electrotechnical Institute (VEI)
where first Soviet television systems were built. On April 29, 1931, for
the first time in the USSR, a TV transmitter, created in the VEI, aired. By
this time, in some of the most developed countries, both experienced
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and regular transmissions of mechanical TV have already been
conducted. Several scientific organizations have decided to eliminate
the backlog in this important area with the support of state leaders,
and the VEI television laboratory has made the greatest progress.
As a talented engineer, Arkhangel’sky perfectly understood that
the future belongs to electronic television. Already in 1934, the staff
of the laboratory where he worked and the laboratory of P.V. Timofeev
created a television installation with an iconoscope, and then with a
supericonoscope, the patent for which was obtained by Timofeev and
P.V. Shmakov.
The diverse work carried out by the VEI laboratory in the field
of television played an important role in raising the creative initiative
of the radio amateur asset, involving the broad masses of the USSR
population in television. For all these works the head of the laboratory
Arkhangel’sky in 1940 was awarded the All-Union Radio Committee
Honorary Diploma.
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[ P H O T O M O N TA G E C O V E R B Y B E R E N D G O F ]

Bill-Belotserkovsky, V.N. Ekho: Piesa v 3 deistviyakh i 9 kartinakh [i.e. Echo:
Play in Three Acts and Nine Pictures]. Moscow: Moskovskoe teatral’noe
izdatel’stvo, 1925. 59, [4] pp. 18x12 cm. In original photomontage
wrappers. Very good, mild foxing and age toning, bookshop’s stamp on
the rear wrapper, previous owner’s signature on the title page, damp
stain on a few pages and spine.
Worldcat
locates only
copy at Harvard
University.

One of 5000 copies. Very rare.
Constructivist photomontage wrappers designed by Boris
Berendgof (1904-1990), Moscow graphic artist and book designer. To
break up with the pre-Revolutionary graphic past, it was not enough
to abandon the drawn and engraved pictures - constructivists needed
«miraculous» images. Therefore, in the illustrated cover of an adult
book, photography became the new normal. Constructivists appreciated
the new photo of Rodchenko and others, but, to their credit, they did
not neglect the banal pictures borrowed from the press and the dumps
of other people’s photos. Photomontage of early constructivism is the
cutting and pasting of figures with subsequent sketches and coarse
retouching.
This is not only a dramatic therefore classic 1920s photomontage cover but also an interesting play by Vladimir Naumovich BillBelotserkovsky (real name - Belotserkovsky, 1884/1885-1970), Soviet
playwright. The author of many propaganda plays, he was a member
of Proletkult, later part of the group «Proletarian Theater» and literary
association «Kuznitsa», actively pursued the party’s policy in the field
of culture. He even wrote a letter to Stalin in 1929, accusing Bulgakov
and the Moscow Art Theater in rejection of the Soviet ideology (Stalin
replied that the play «Run» should not be published in the form in which
it is provided by the author). Belotserkovsky had to take a pseudonym
when the writer with the same name appeared. He started to publish
works under Bill-Belotserkovsky, since earlier he was called «Bill» in
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USA where he worked from 1911 till 1917 as a window cleaner
of skyscrapers and floor polisher and became close with anarchosyndicalists. His American experience can be seen in this play “Echo”
- action occurs in America, names of characters are American and he
uses lots of English words in Russian transliteration. Such bizarre works
are wonderful products of Soviet 1920s when creative process was still
free and influenced by various factors and different cultures.

Cover. No 11
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[ N E W T Y P E O F T H E AT R E F O R A N E W S O V I E T M A N ]

Moskovsky dramatichesky teatr imeni MGSPS: Gastrol’naia poezdka 1926
[i.e. Theatre of Moscow Provincial Council of Trade Unions: Tour of 1926].
Moscow: MGSPS, [1926]. [32] pp.: ill., port. 17x12,5 cm. In original
illustrated constructivist wrappers. Tear of the spine, wrappers are
slightly detached from the text block, loss of the small fragment of the
front wrapper (restored with paper) and of the back wrapper, Soviet
bookshop’s stamp and price written in pen on the back wrapper.
Worldcat locates
a copy at Amherst
College Library.

First and only edition. One of 10000 copies.
This publication was made during the most experimental, bold
and innovative period of the Theatre of Moscow Provincial Council of
Trade Unions.
With 16 portraits of the theatre company (Liubimov-Lanskoi,
Doroshevich, Vanin, Rozen-Sanin and others) and 6 scenes from
productions. This edition covers the tour of the theater that took place
in 1926 in Leningrad, Gomel, Kiev, Kharkov, Zaporozhye and Odessa.
The edition includes lists of the company, staff, route, repertoire
(‘Storm’, ‘Georgy Gapon’, ‘Locust’, ‘The Year of 1881’), short biography and
programs for an each production.
The Theatre was born in 1922 on the initiative of trade unionists
for working audience. The first performance, composed of fragments of
Leonid Andreev’s play «Savva», was shown in the Hall of Columns of
the House of Unions. It aroused great interest among spectators and
the press. In connection with the fact that the young collective enjoyed
the support of the cultural department of the Moscow trade unions,
on March 3, 1923, it was given an official status. In 1924, the theater
acquired the theater building in the Hermitage Garden at its complete
disposal.
In 1925 the theater was headed by an energetic, experienced
theatrical figure, actor and director Evsei Osipovich Lyubimov-Lanskoy.
Liubimov-Lanskoi was one of the most active theatre activists of
1920s, creator of the first realistic productions about the Revolution.
The distinguishing features of the Lyubimov-Lansky productions are
strict, precise fixation of life and documentary, and at the same time
revolutionary pathos, agitation. He called his theater «theatre of social
truth», and his realism - «realism biased, sarcastic, sharp, class-sober”.
With him, the glory of the experimental stage of modern Soviet
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drama became established behind the theater. The theater enters into
creative cooperation with V. Bill-Belotserkovsky, F. Gladkov, V. Kirshon,
A. Afinogenov, N. Pogodin and other young playwrights, trying to find
contact and mutual understanding with the young audience of the new
spectator.
The main artist of the theater at that time was B. Volkov, who
worked in the style of constructivism. In the 1920s the theater was in
the forefront of the Soviet drama, but in the 1930s this type of theater
and actor was already unclaimed.

Cover. No 12

Cover. No 12
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[ T H E AT R I C A L M E M O I R S D E S I G N E D B Y VA L E N T I N A
K H O DA S E V I C H ]

Savina, M.G. Goresti i skitania: Zapiski. 1854-1877 [i.e. Sorrows and
Tribulations: Notes From 1854 To 1877]. Leningrad: Academia, 1927. 219,
[4] pp., 1 port. 15x11,5 cm. In original printed wrappers. Small tears of
the overlapped wrappers, Soviet bookshops’ stamps on the recto of the
back cover, a few spots on the back cover and extremities of the pages,
few pages slightly loose, shadow on the first and last pages. Otherwise
a very good copy.
Worldcat locates
copies at Los
Angeles Public
Library, Stanford
University and
Berkeley.

First edition. One of 5100 copies. Geometrical, constructivist
styled wrapper designed by Valentina Khodasevich (1894-1970; poet
Vladislav Khodasevich’s niece), famous Soviet graphic and theatre
artist. From the series «Theatrical Memoirs» edited by P.I Novitsky and
E. Kuznetsov (#3).
Portrait of 17-years-old M.G. Savina is reproduced for the first
time from her photograph taken in Kaluga in 1871. Memoirs are fully
printed from the manuscript that belongs to the Museum of academic
theaters for the first time.
Maria Gavrilovna Savina (1854-1915) was a renowned Russian
actress. Born Maria Podramentsova into a family of stage actors, she
debuted in Minsk in 1869, then joined the Mikhail Leontovsky troupe
in Kharkov. While there, she married the actor N. N. Slavich who used
the stage name Savin, and has been known as Marya Savina ever since.
In 1874 Savina, then the leading actress at the Saratov Theatre, moved
to Saint Petersburg to join the Alexandrinsky Theatre. It was there that
she became famous, mostly for her parts in Alexander Ostrovsky’s plays
(including Without a Dowry, Talents and Admirers, A Profitable Position,
Hard-Earned Bread, The Last Victim, Vasilisa Melentyeva, Wild Thing),
as well as in Nikolai Gogol’s Revizor, Ivan Turgenev’s A Month in the
Country and Leo Tolstoy’s The Power of Darkness, among others. Foreign
playwrights of the time, such as Ibsen and Zuderman, also found in her
an excellent performer. Some of the Russian writers of the time were
mainly successful due to her performance.
These memoirs are not only a portrait of a young provincial
actress and her life told simply and without embellishment but also a
collection of interesting details from theatre life of 19th century.
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[ F R O M AVA N T - G A R D E T O R E A L I S T I C T H E AT R E ]

Teatr i dramaturgiya: Ezhemesiachnyi obshchestvenno-politicheskii
i khudozhestvennyi zhurnal teatra i dramaturgii [i.e. Theatre and
Dramaturgy: Monthly Political and Art Magazine on Theatre and Drama].
Moscow, 1934. #1-11/12. 29,5x21 cm. In publisher’s cloth with silver
colored stamping (title and year). Publisher’s wrappers of all issues are
preserved in the binding. Very good. Spine is rubbed, with a few small
tears of the extremities (#2), rare owner’s markings in the text.
Each issue of 5000 copies. Richly illustrated with photographs,
color plates, illustrations, set designs, etc.
In the beginning of 1930s Soviet theatre moved into a new
era. All experimental studios and theaters were gradually closing and
only one style - Soviet realism - remained and became the official one.
The growth of the audience led to necessity of creating new ‘popular’
theatrical magazine. ‘Theatre and Dramaturgy’ was a Soviet illustrated
monthly magazine, printed as ‘Soviet Theatre’ from 1930 till 1933,
as ‘Theatre and Dramaturgy’ from 1933 till 1936 and ‘Theatre’ from
1937. The magazine was supposed to form views of readers and be
a trendsetter in this area for the whole Soviet Union as it was the
time of building Soviet ideology. The magazine was not meant only
for professionals, moreover its unusual design and a lot of illustrations
were more appealing to a general public.
But among all important materials coming from rulers of the
state and party, ‘Theatre and Dramaturgy’ was providing points of view
in the beginning, like some of the current issues include reviews and
photos of Meyerhold’s experimental works in his theatre. Only later the
magazine will execute political order of the party, like criticizing same
Meyerhold whose theatre and life ended during Stalin terror.

15

[ M U S I C I N D I S G R AC E ]

Briusova, N., Lebedinsky, L. Protiv nepmanskoi muzyki (tsyganshchiny,
fokstrota i t.d.) [i.e. Against NEPmen’s Music (Gypsy, Foxtrot etc.)]. Moscow:
Gos. izd-vo Muzykal’nyi sektor, 1930. 39 pp.: notes. 17,5x12,5 cm. In
original printed wrappers. Some soiling and rubbing of the wrappers,
owner’s notes on the back wrapper (pen). Otherwise very good.
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Worldcat locates
two copies in
USA (Stanford
and Library of
Congress).

One of 5000 copies. Very rare.
This book (collection of articles) is an extraordinary and vivid
example of transformation which Soviet culture and art went through
in the beginning of 1930s - appearance of the official art and ban of
everything else, including music. At some point the regime started
to advance but free creative spirit of 1920s was still alive, and this
short period of time surprise us today with its ‘double life’. Like all the
surrounding reality, the world of variety at the beginning of Soviet
era was very colorful. The public, which was thrown into military
communism, then back to the «old regime», demanded a rampage. The
people, exhausted by the revolution and civil war, wanted to «rest».
Songs that were listened to by the new masters of NEPmen’s life
reflected a harsh and at the same time comical surrounding reality.
The period of the 1920s was special in the history of the stage.
The whole color of the old school left the country, and the niche was
quickly occupied by others. It was at this time that some well-known
hitters (for example, Murka) appeared. Then there was almost no
attention to the stage, it was here that courageous couplets (anti-Soviet
sentiments, longing for old times) could appear. Opened a large number
of restaurants, cabarets, pubs with foxtrot, gypsies, balalaikas. In such
places, they played NEPmen’s music.
Of course in 1930s attention of the authorities was on
everything, and music became censored as well.
In this edition at first authors are trying to define what is
this musical ‘light genre’, and criticize it for for being distracting and
blunting. They even give examples of songs like famous Russian
chanson ‘Kirpichiki’ (they describe music as blunt and say that «it weans
thought from aspiration»). Gypsy music is too relaxing according to this
edition («through heavy, fat, static harmonies, howling and countless
‘fermatas’ the gypsy accustoms the will to be relaxed, in a weakened
state») and also a style which chants purchasable love - prostitution.
Here stated the beginning of fighting «this evil».
They describe how the ‘light genre’ reached Crimea, Caucasus,
and especially Tiflis (Tbilisi) where the author went to a number of
clubs and observed that concerts were given every day («it was entirely
jazz, anecdotes, foxtrot, tango, kinto songs etc»). The main objective is
to fight against the ‘philistine petty-bourgeois attitude’ towards music.
Authors bring together examples of how to fight ‘light genre’ (reconsider
repertoire committee members and other people in charge and bring
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control, give lectures, publish revelatory pamphlets about ‘light genre’)
and how to create a new, ‘right’ music for workers.
Last article is dedicated to an «American dance» - tap dance and how capitalistic and wrong it is and that it should be stopped.

Cover. No 14

Cover. No 15

Meyerhold Theatre. No 14
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[ T H E E S S E N C E O F S O V I E T S AT I R E ]

Krokodil. №11, 12, 14, 19, 28-33, 40, 41, 46 for 1923. #2, 3, 5, 8, 9, 11,
15-17 for 1924. #1 for 1925. #15/16 for 1932. All issues in a good
condition, with tears of the wrappers (with minor losses of text #40, 41,
17), occasional foxing, soiling and stains; loss of the spine (#11/1923),
pages with minor losses of margins (#12, 30), owner’s marks (#14, 28,
29), pale bookshop stamp on the back cover (#9, 17).
The collection of 24 early issues of Krokodil magazine. The
magazine was founded in 1922, and early issues are the most rare today
on the market.
From 1922 to 1925 is the period of the maximum concentration
of important names in the magazine: Mayakovsky, Ganf, Moor, Deni,
Kukriniksy, Cheremnykh, Malyutin, Gruzenberg, Radlov and others.
Long Russian tradition of illustrated satirical magazine
started in 1860s with reforms and social changes, and the big boost
to it was given by the Revolution of 1905. Since then Russian press
experienced a boom in satirical magazines, journals, newspapers,
pamphlets, etc. Krokodil took a lot from that period, and later in 1930s
after massive political and ideological attack on the «bourgeois NEP
satire» it surprisingly survived and remained the only all-Union satirical
magazine with multimillion runs. Krokodil ate them all, and in these
early issues the birth of the monster is reflected.
After 1940s Krokodil was considered by everyone as an official,
ceremonial organ of propaganda satire. The jokes were not funny and
the drawings were typical of the style, issue after issue. In this early
collection we can see that although Krokodil was political from the
beginning, much more talent and experimentation could be found
on its pages. Indeed Mikhail Cheremnykh invented soviet satirical
drawing within this magazine, a lot of Dmitriy Moor’s images were ‘on
the brink’. The sketches themselves were quite advanced graphically:
photomontage was used as well as the abstract design, the echo of
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suprematism and cubism.
At the same time artists like Kukryniksy and Boris Efremov have
started to develop what is later will be known as Krokodil style: the
mix of grotesque and simple poster-like imagery bulldozing political
enemies of the state.
Because all of this coexisting we can say that 1920s were the
most interesting period for the magazine.
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[ T H E V E RY F I R S T M A S T E R A N D M A R G A R I TA ]

Bulgakov, M.A. Master i Margarita. Roman [i.e. Master and Margarita: A
Novel]. [In:] Moskva... #11, 1966; #1, 1967. Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe
izdanie khudozhstvennoi literatury, 1966-1967. Pp. 6-127 (#11, 1966),
pp.56-144 pp. (#1, 1967). 24,9x16 cm. In two issues, both in original
printed wrappers, with marbled edges. Very good, spines neatly restored
(but without lettering «Moskva», year and # of the issue on them), close
tear of p.30 in issue #11 (restored), two close tears of lower margins in
issue #1(restored), hardly noticeable restoration of two tiny tears of the
front cover (#1).
Scarce on the market.
The first printed appearance of one of the most influential
novels of the 20th century.
Mikhail Bulgakov (1891-1940) started to work on his novel
in 1928 but stopped writing four weeks before his death, leaving the
novel with some unfinished sentences and loose ends. His wife made
several attempts to publish the novel but was able to do it only during
Khrushchev’s Thaw.
For the first time the novel was printed in the magazine
«Moskva» (i.e. Moscow) with a preface by Konstantin Simonov, afterword
by Abram Vulis. It was unexpected, because the magazine was not
considered at that time a stronghold of free-thinking. The most liberal
magazine of the time was «Noviy mir» (i.e. New World) by Tvardovsky
that famously printed Solzhenitsyn. «Moskva» was quite the opposite of
that but the circulation of it was 150 thousand, and it is understandable
that the novel after that became widely known.
Publication was made possible thanks to Vulis’ monograph
where he presented Bulgakov as a very Soviet writer. Vulis was ordered
an afterword. According to the unwritten rules of the time, such
publications should have been prefaced with ideologically correct
comments. This was done not so much to enlighten the reader as to
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dull the vigilance of distrustful officials from the Censor Committee.
The reader, they say, will be explained that the novel «Master and
Margarita» is not «against Soviet power», but «about another.» Vulis
understood perfectly what they wanted from him.
The editorial board decided to publish the first part of the novel
in the eleventh issue of the journal for 1966. That means to quietly wait
for authorities’ reaction. And if everything goes well, the end of the
novel is given in the first issue for the year 1967. That’s why preface and
afterword, both important, are published with the first chapter - if the
reaction was adverse and the second part was never published.
According to the researchers, more than 14,000 words were
withdrawn from the text (159 censor cuts, of them 138 from the
second part). People responsible for the publication of the novel not
only considered it possible to erase certain words and phrases from
the author’s text, but also to throw out whole pieces and episodes,
sometimes on many pages (for example, Nikanor Ivanovich’s dream, or
the scene in Torgsin). Cuts were also made in order to put the novel
in the place assigned to it in the magazine («in order to save more
space»). When the novel was published in the «Moskva», Bulgakov’s
wife signed all the changes. This was Simonov’s advice: the main thing
was to publish the novel, in any form.
It’s amusing that in «samizdat» separate typewritten lists
of notes appeared, that is all pieces of text absent in the magazine
publication, with an exact indication of where each missed piece should
be inserted. The activity of censorship was thus exposed and pointless.

One of the covers. No 17
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[FIRST BOOK BY ALEXANDER BLOK]

Blok, A. Stikhi o prekrasnoi dame [i.e. Verses About the Beautiful Lady].
Moscow: Grif, 1905. 135, [9] pp. 20x16 cm. Contemporary half leather.
The publisher’s original wrapper is preserved under the boards. Very
good clean copy.
WorldCat locates
copies in libraries
of Columbia,
Yale, Harvard,
Amherst, UC
Berkeley.

19

Rare. One of 1200 copies printed.
One of the most important Russian poetry books of the period.
First edition of Alexander Blok’s (1880-1921) first book. Wrapper design
by Vladimir Vladimirov.
Blok’s first book was printed by the symbolist publishing house
‘Grif’ and the idea for the title of this circle of poems was suggested
by Valery Briusov (1873-1924) who at the time was considered the
patron of all Moscow poets and the leader of Symbolism. To avoid
possible problems with censors the book was submitted to the censor
committee in Nizhni Novgorod although it was printed in Moscow. Blok
was already a well-known poet at the time but was printing poems only
in periodicals. The collection of poems was divided into three sections:
Stillness, Crossroads and Damage. The book was dedicated to Liubov’
Mendeleeva, daughter of Dmitri Mendeleev. She married Blok the same
year.

[ M AYA K O V S K Y I N T R O D U C E S A N E W A R T F O R M ]

Teatral’naia prodagitatsia. Vypusk 1 [i.e. Theatrical Food Agitation. First
Issue]. [Moscow]: Gosizdat, 1920. 38, [2] pp.: ill. 26,5х17,5 cm. In original
printed wrappers. Wrappers detached from the text block, loss of the
staple, small tears and losses of the wrappers and extremities of a few
pages, horizontal crease, wrappers is rubbed and soiled. Otherwise a
good copy.
Worldcat locates
a copy in NYPL.

First and only issue. Very rare.
An interesting episode of the Civil War: Mayakovsky, inspired
by work in ROSTa, decides to combine bright images of the posters with
simple agit-theatre performances for the peasants accompanied by
balalaika. For that purpose the poem “Vsem Titam i Vlasam RSFSR” (pp.
29-32) [i.e. To All Titi and Vlases of RSFSR] was written (first appeared
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in this issue). Two lubok illustrations are most likely to be by Mayakovsky
as well.
The poem was created in August of 1920 for the food agitation
campaign. In the summer of 1920, when a crop failure was revealed in
the central provinces and the Volga region, the party and the Soviet
government outlined a number of measures for mobilizing available
grain stocks in productive areas. The ROSTA artistic collective, always
responding to all political events, received a special assignment for this
campaign, and Mayakovsky, at a meeting of the Political Prospector of
the People’s Commissariat on August 26, 1920, reporting on ROSTA’s
participation in the campaign, proposed the use of the form for the
theatrical performance for sale and read the first ‘play’ (actually a poem)
intended for this purpose.
The poem is accompanied with a director’s note “To be
performed under a balalaika or accordion by rayok. Next to rayok
flipping chart with caricatures should be demonstrated” and two black
and white lubok agitation posters illustrating the plot of the poem.
The edition itself is a collection of methodical materials and
texts of theater productions for the peasants in favor of prodrazviorstka.
Other two illustrations include examples of set designs for these
productions.
Mayakovsky’s proposal was implemented. The theater
department of the People’s Commissariat for Education worked out a
broad plan for involving professional and amateur theaters in selling
the campaign, in the center were organized special selling groups that
went to places, in the village, peasant amateur circles were mobilized.

No 19
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[ RO D C H E N KO ’ S

DESIGN

FOR

M AYA K O V S K Y ’ S

T R AV E L

NOTES

ABOUT AMERICA]

Mayakovsky, V.V. Moe otkrytie Ameriki [i.e. My Discovery of America].
Moscow; Leningrad: GIZ, 1926. 142, [2] pp.: ill. 18x10 cm. Original red
and black wrappers designed by Alexander Rodchenko. Very good. Minor
loss of the spine from the edges.
First edition. One of 3000 copies. Scarce! One of the rarer
Mayakovsky/Rodchenko books. The book contains the notes from poet’s
trip to America and Mexico in 1925 that tend to show the countries from
tougher side. The pictures from the trips are included in the edition as
well.
The wrapper designed by long-time Mayakovsky’s collaborator
Rodchenko can be called the classic of constructivist design.
Mayakovsky disliked America long before he saw it. The lines
summarizing the trip - «I would close America, lightly cleaned it, and
then opened it again - for the second time» - he wrote on the way to
America aboard the steamer. But in New York Mayakovsky came to life.
The meeting with David Burliuk was very emotional. He liked the city
very much, and he fell in love with lonely walks in Manhattan. Finally,
he found a new love, Ellie Jones, who was from Volga Germans and gave
birth to their daughter.
Hellyer 325; The Russian Avant-Garde Book 656.

Cover. No 20
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[ONE OF THE RAREST RUSSIAN MIMEOGRAPH BOOKS]

Novyi Giperborei. Zhurnal Tsekha poetov. #1 [i.e. The New Hyperborean.
Journal of the Guild of Poets]. Petrograd: 1921. 20 pp., ill. 27,5х22 cm. In
original publisher’s wrappers. Fine.
WorldCat locates
a copy of the first
issue in Amherst
College Library.

22

One of only 23 copies! Extremely rare, especially in such mint
condition.
This magazine (de facto almanac) was printed using
mimeograph because after the revolution there was a great deficit
of materials and publishers (a lot of handwritten books were created
during that period of time). It has lithographed autographs of new
poems and illustrations made by poets themselves: N. Gumilev, Vs.
Rozhdestvenskii, M. Lozinsky, O. Mandelstam, G. Ivanov, I. Odoevtseva,
A. Onoshko-Yatsyny, V. Khodasevich, Nik. Otsup. Three of them later
emigrated, Gumilev and Mandelstam died. So this this one of a kind
almanac is a unique example of diverse group of poets collaborating on
a project. The edition itself is a meeting point between Russian Silver
Age and Russian avant-garde experiments in printing – this makes it
one of the most important books of the day.
There were four issues of New Hyperborean compiled by
Gumilev before its end but only 5 copies of last three issues printed. So
#1 is the only real survivor and evidence of that early collaboration.

[FIRST SCARLET SAILS]

Grin, A. Alye parusa [i.e. Scarlet Sails]. Moscow: Izd-vo Frenkel’, 1923. 141
pp. 17,5x13 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Scuffed wrappers with
tears, Soviet bookshop stamps on the back cover. Otherwise good.
Worldcat locates
only one copy in
USA (Columbia
University).

First edition of the famous short novel Scarlet Sales by Russian
writer Alexander Grin (1880-1932), notable for his romantic novels and
short stories. Most of Alexander Grin’s writings bear no direct relation
to the reality of Imperial and Soviet Russia that he lived in. The setting
of most of his novels and short stories is an unnamed land by the sea.
From his writings one does not recognize Alexander Grin as a Russian
(even his name sounds Western). But he has a special place among
other Russian writers. Critics were trying to compare him to Edgar Poe,
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Ernst Hoffmann, Robert Stevenson, Bret Harte but Grin didn’t really
have predecessors or followers. He is considered a Soviet classic but
nevertheless he stands alone.

Cover. No 21
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[ F I R S T B O O K O N T H E H I S T O RY O F T H E M O S C O W S TAT E
UNIVERSITY]

Shevyrev, S. Istoriya imperatorskogo moskovskogo universiteta [i.e. The
History of Imperial Moscow University, Written for its 100th Anniversary].
Moscow: University Press, 1855. XII, 582, [2] pp. 26x17 cm. Contemporary
half-leather with gilt lettering on the spine. All edges gilt. Paper loss
of the first 100 pages at the bottom margin (no text affected). PreRevolutionary stamp on the title page. Otherwise a good clean copy.
This book is the first account of the university history. Stepan
Shevyrev (1806-1864) was a philology professor at the university as well
as well-known poet and literary critic. Personal friend of Nikolay Gogol,
he was a follower of right-wing Slavianofil movement, and probably
is best-known as the author of the idiom ‘Zagnivaiuschiy Zapad’ (‘The
Rotting West’ in regards to Europe).
The account itself is based on the official documents, ives of
the university as well as periodical publications. The author spent 4
years preparing this book and as a result it remained one of the main
sources on the subject in pre-revolutionary Russia.

24

[ F I R S T R U S S I A N T E X T B O O K O N O R G A N I C C H E M I S T RY ]

Mendeleev, D.I. Organicheskaia khimia [i.e. The Organic Chemistry].
St. Petersburg: Obschestvennaia po’lza, 1861. [543] pp. 23x14 cm.
Contemporary half-leather binding. Spine is restored. Some foxing in
the text. Otherwise very good.
No copies
according to the
Worldcat.

First edition. Extremely rare.
27-year-old Dmitry Mendeleev (1834-1907) famously wrote
this book in 61 days. The study on the organic chemistry was awarded
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with Demidov prize (the most prestigious scientific prize of the time).
With this publication Mendeleev became widely-known in the world
of science. The success helped him to secure the position at Saint
Petersburg Technological University where 8 years later he produced
another textbook ‘Principles of Chemistry’ that featured the first periodic
table of elements.
‘The Organic Chemistry’ became the most popular book on the
subject in 19th century in Russia.
In a way this work could be regarded as a preface to ‘The
Principles of Chemistry’. By writing it Mendeleev brought together all
of the scattered knowledge in the field. The aim was to help students
to understand it better, but sometimes it was too sophisticated for the
students, as one of them told Dmitry Ivanovich ‘he could notfollow’. After
that remark Mendeleev wrote: «The edifice of sci ence requires not only
material, but also a plan, and necessitates the work of preparing the
materials, putting them together, working out the plans and symmetrical
proportions of the various parts», and soon he started to work on ‘The
Principles’.

25

[ M AT H E M AT I C A L A N A LY S I S ]

Convolute of two works on mathematical analysis:
Tikhomandritskiy, M. Kurs teorii konechnykh raznostey [i.e. The Course of
Calculations of Finite Differences]. Kharkiv: D.N. Poluekhtov, 1890. [2], III,
V, 274 pp.
Markov, A. Ischislenie konechnykh raznostey [i.e. Calculations of
Finite Differences]. Complete in two parts. Part 1. Interpolirovanie [i.e.
Interpolation]. St. Petersburg: Academy of Science press, 1889. [4], 121,
[1] pp. Part 2. Uravneniya v konechnykh raznostiakh i summirovanie [i.e.
Equations in Finite Differences and Summation]. St. Petersburg: Academy
of Science press, 1891. 124 pp. 23x16,2 cm. Contemporary half-leather
binding. Gilt lettering on the spine. Top of the spine is missing, otherwise
a good copy.
First editions both.
Matvey Tikhomandritskiy (1844-1921) was the professor of
pure mathematics in Kharkiv at the university. This is one of his main
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works. As it was printed locally it’s quite rare.
Worldcat locates two copies at Brown and Stanford Universities.
Andrei Markov (1856-1922) was one of the most prominent
mathematicians of his time. He studied under Pafnutiy Chebyshev
and followed his footsteps in science as well. His main field was
mathematical analysis and this book is regarded as the primary source
of his views.
He is also known as the keen defender of Leo Tolstoy when the
writer was removed from the church. As a result of this protest Markov
was rejected by the church as well in 1912.
Worldcat locates no copies of this important book.
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[ F I R S T S Y S T E M AT I Z E D B O O K O N A C O U S T I C S I N R U S S I A N ]

Stoletov, A. Vvedenie v akustiku I optiku [i.e. The Introduction to Acoustics
and Optics]. Moscow: University press, 1895. XIV, 325, [1] pp. 24,5x17
cm. Contemporary quoter-leather. Small crack of the spine. Otherwise
good. The stamp of the private library on the title page as well as the
signature of the author. The owner was Alexander Nikolaevich Linkov,
the St. Petersburg collector in the beginning of XX century.
No copies in USA
according to
Worldcat.

Alexander Grigorievich Stoletov (1839-1896) was one of the
most prominent Russian physics of the time. He represented Russia on
the First World Congress on Electricity in Paris in 1881.
He is best known for his work in magnetism and studies of
photoelectric effect - the discovery of Stoletov’s law. In this studies
he described the regularities of photoelectric effect without knowing
about existence of electrons.
He spent 30 years lecturing in Moscow University where he
also considers to be the founder of first physical laboratory.
This edition is the first systematic study of optics and acoustics
in Russian - the fields that attracted Stoletov’s attention at the end of
his life.
$ 1000
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[ C I V I L WA R T H R O U G H C H I L D R E N ’ S E Y E S ]

Grinberg, A.F. Detskaia knizhka o svoiom: Kniga o sovetskoi detskoi zhizni
napisannaia samimi det’mi [i.e. Children’s Book About Themselves: A Book
About Children’s Life Written by Children]. Moscow: GMPT, 1925. 140, [3]
pp., [2] maps. 17x13,5 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Near fine,
slightly soiled.
Worldcat locates
no copies.

Very rare. First edition.
This edition was compiled from stories written by children
about themselves and their lives (slightly edited by the compiler). Most
of these children were from orphanages. The compiler doesn’t give
children’s names with one exception - a son of the famous Bolshevik
Podvoisky (in his story he described his trip to Germany with his father).
In 1920s there was an increased interest in childhood,
education, various experiments in this field. Lev Vygotsky (1896-1934)
and pedology (soon to be banned) were at the top at that point. On
the other hand there was a definite need of a new system as the
society broke free from the old world including way of raising children.
Children of October were of a real interest as they were a complete
new generation of a new value system and ideology. One more possible
reason for such interest to children’s art in 1920s is that Russian avantgarde understood children’s literary creativity as self-valuable and
equal to adult’s.
This book is an amazing evidence of the time and everything
of the above. It was made when the fight with illiteracy was just in
the beginning. But all these stories here were told, and everything
verbal became important at that point. These are the real stories of
real children survived during Civil War. Horrible stories are put into non
heroic context. It’s a possibility that the idea of this compilation was
to see how this childhood trauma affected these children (there was a
clear interest to freudism and psychology as well). And maybe to look at
this terrible context with such absolutely unbiased, not politicized eyes
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of children.
Very soon these stories will be told only in propaganda manner.

28

[ I L L U S T R AT I N G C H I L D R E N ’ S B O O K S ]

Butnik-Siverskiy, B. Printsipi ilustriruvannya dityzchoy knizhki [i.e. The
Principles of Illustrating the Children’s Book]. Kiev: Kul’tura, 1929. 68 pp.,
XII illustrations. In original illustrated wrappers. Fine, uncut, few tiny
tears, owner’s signature on the p.4., occasional light foxing.
No copies in USA
according
to
Worldcat.

Extremely rare. One of 2000 copies. First edition.
Important manifesto of Ukrainian children’s books designers of
1920-30s. In Ukrainian. Summary in German.
In Ukraine in 1920-1930s there were three centers of the
children’s book designers: Kharkiv, Odessa and Kiev. While in Kharkiv
and Odessa most of the most important illustrators were the members
or followers of Jewish Kultur-Lige of late 1910s, in Kiev a new radical
school of illustrators emerged. Its roots ideologically go to OST
group (Organization of Easel Painters) that was found in Moscow by
Shterenberg and other VKHUTEMAS artists. Boris Stepanovich ButnikSiversky (1901-1983) who graduated from Chernigov Art Academy
reflected on their views and wrote this monograph that became the
guidance for such young artists in Kiev as Gamburger, Zabila, Kryukov,
Rachev.
They all started to work in Kul’tura publishing house in the
1920s and their best-known works are from early 1930s. Butnik-Siversky
and his followers were the artists of first Soviet generation – so the
author don’t have any connections with pre-revolutionary art. Siversky’s
authorities are revolutionary posters and OST artists of Moscow. He
calls for flatness, expressive rhythm in the illustrations. Butnik-Siversky
wanted to oppose the naturalism in children’s book illustration.
After the success of Kiev illustrating tradition some of the
bigger names started to work in Moscow for GIZ.
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Worldcat
locates a copy
in Columbia
University.

[ T I P S F O R U P B R I N G I N G A S OV I E T M A N ]

Dernova-Iarmolenko, A.A. Vospitanie doshkol’nika [i.e. The Upbringing
of a Preschool Child]. [Leningrad]: Leningradskaia pravda, 1929. 32 pp.
14х11 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Close tear of the spine and
and few pages, diagonal crease, otherwise a very good clean copy of
this small book.
First edition. Very rare.
This is a very interesting edition with guidelines for women
how to raise small children. Even simple and obvious things (nowadays)
are explained in this brochure. This had to do with a growing number
of city and town working class population as well as the state’s needs
to lay grounds for the ‘right’ ideological future generation («the main
task of the upbringing is to prepare children for a collective labor»). In
general it was more common to see editions on various subjects with
an explanatory nature or guidelines what is right and what is wrong.
This was a creation of a new Soviet man.
In the 1920s, in the era of collectivization and industrialization,
women began to be massively involved in labor to develop social
infrastructure. These changes led to the fact that by the 1930s, on
average, a woman accounted for less than 1 child, and the situation
was regarded as critical, which forced the authorities to review the
policy of family-marriage relations and begin a traditionalist rollback.
The Soviet government took the course to support the Russian family.
Some parts of the book are directed on the strengthening the family
ties and delegation of the duties: «It is necessary to involve the father
in educational process and demand his participation in this. Now it is
not uncommon to meet women who refuse to have children or men
with children or men who are eager to have children. Let this be an
endorsement for women, let them not lose faith in motherhood, but
prepare for it seriously and involve a loved one in this preparation».
Characteristics of each age are given but they are somewhat
amusing and simply told, e.g. preschoolers are fat, clumsy, chatty and
often spoiled as they are always forgiven for any tricks. And for each
age edition provides tips for mother: she shouldn’t explain all details to
her child herself, it’s important to bring his attention to right questions
and lead him to finding answers himself (it is supposed to make him
think, compare and match things). Some of the tips are simple yet so
essential: games are very important, mother shouldn’t shout at her
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child, follow his language to understand how developed he is, etc.
The 5- and 7-years-olds are craving for gathering (‘collectors’),
and mothers must not scold them, just find a place for their things.
«This is also can be a something to do for a child with the father». It
is also noted that the mother can not keep busy with the child all the
time, she has many household chores, but this is another opportunity to
involve the child and teach him something.
The book was compiled by Avgusta Dernova-Iarmolenko (18691930), Russian doctor, writer and educator who published several books
on parenting and education. In reference she mentions some books like
Stern’s book «Testimony and Lies in Early Childhood».
In general, it’s a brochure with an interesting information on
social demography and an amazing glance into a life of a new Soviet
family and it’s troubles.
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No copies at the
Worldcat.

[ N U R S E R I E S F O R E AC H KO L K H O Z ]

Bogat, A.P. Dlia chego nuzhny kolkhoznitse iasli: (K 8 marta) [i.e. Why Do We
Need Children’s Day Care in Kolkhoz: (For March, 8)]. Moscow; Leningrad:
Ogiz: Medgiz, 1931. 14, [2] pp.: ill. 17,7x12,6 cm. In original printed
wrappers. General wear and small tears of the wrappers. Otherwise very
good and clean.
First edition. Rare.
With rare photographs of the era: workers, children of kolkhoz
eating, children of Kazakhstan, inside nurseries.
This brochure pursues propaganda and agitation causes but
also gives us a glance at Soviet agenda for women - emancipation not
for their rights but for raising the economy.
The brochure starts with describing horrible lifestyle of workers
and peasants of capitalist countries - working for pennies, hiding
pregnancies, etc. Capitalist countries are decaying, their manufactures
stop working, the unemployment is growing but here in the USSR
everything is booming (true that the Great Depression was at its high
and the USSR was finally recovering from drastic changes and wars).
And not only that but also «women in the USSR have equal rights with
men - same jobs, same principles». It is also true that Russia is one of
the first countries in the world to legally and officially proclaim the
equality of rights of men and women in 1917.
Day care centers and nurseries were massively promoted
throughout the country in the end of 1920s-beginning of 1930s.
It was important to increase the population but this was a time of
collectivization and five-year plan so all the working potential was
needed for the cause. According to this book kolkhoz was also a way
for a woman to be free from household duties - «children can not be
left in the hut but you can’t take them to the field works either». Among
advantages of nurseries were supervision by professionals and medical
personnel, receiving proper care and nutrition (children were badly fed
in villages), compliance with the regime, appropriating collective skills,
getting used to a self-service, teaching mothers how to look after a child
and even basic hygiene, what is right for different age, etc. Nurseries
were set to bring up a healthy change of generations.
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VIII

EARLY SOVIET ART EXHIBITION
CATALOGUES
31

[ S H O RT L I F E O F T H E S O C I E T Y O F R U S S I A N S C U L P T O R S ]

Katalog 2-i vystavki skul’ptury Obshchestva russkikh skul’ptorov O.R.S.
[i.e. The Catalogue of the Second Exhibition of Sculpture of the Society of
Russian Sculptors O.R.S.]. Moscow: Glavnauka, 1927. 16 pp. 17,2x13,3 cm.
In original printed wrappers. Very good, two close tears of the spine and
some spots near the spine.
Worldcat locates
only one copy in
Getty Research
Institute.

One of 1000 copies. Very rare.
The catalogue for the 2nd exhibition (of only 4 held by the
Society) which took place in 1927 provides names of the members and
exhibitors with the addresses, for each work materials and titles are
named. The catalogue is supplied with a list of the members of the
Society with their positions and the address of the board.
The Society (ORS) was founded in 1926 by former members of
the Moscow Union of Artists and Sculptors. The impetus for the creation
was the success of the sculptural department of the OBIS exhibition
held in early 1925. The Society consisted of almost all famous Moscow
sculptors, and their ranks was regularly replenished by the graduates
of the sculpture faculty of Vkhutemas-Vkhutein. About 20 people were
constantly members, 10-15 more sculptors were involved as exhibitors
(candidates). Many participants were simultaneously members of other
societies and unions: Korolev and Kepinov - OMH, Chaikov - «4 iskusstva»,
Shadr - AHRR; however, the ORS flourished tolerance for various trends
in art (including the «left»).
The meetings were held mainly in the workshop of
Ryndziunskaia. Reports were read and discussed on the problems of
sculpture like Ternovets made a report «On Contemporary Sculpture in
the West», architect Konstantin Melnikov with a report «On Cooperation
of Sculptors and Architects in Contemporary Construction».
The ORS didn’t have a program but they were determined to
strengthened position of sculpture as an independent art genre and
paid a lot of attention to raising the level of professionalism. The ORS
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held 4 exhibitions: in March-April 1926 (the State Historical Museum), in
April 1927 (the Museum of the Revolution), in June 1929 and June 1931
(both - the Pushkin Museum), which were partly financed by Glavnauka.
The exhibition committee was engaged in selection of works for the
exhibitions, at different times it included Vatagin, Efimov, Zlatovratsky,
Chaikov, Domogatsky, Mukhina.
If the first exhibition declared a sculpture as an independent
genre with such strong works like “Flame of Revolution” by Mukhina,
the second was supposed to consolidate its positions. For the opening
of the 2nd exhibition the monumental Chaikov’s sculpture «The
Tower of October» was set in front of the Museum of the Revolution.
The exhibition was attended by 33 masters who showed 133 works,
including: «The Walking Elephant» and «Seated Peacock» by Vatagin,
«A.S. Pushkin» by Domogatsky, “The Wind» by Mukhina, «Sitting Woman
(Stasya)» by Lebedeva, «Molodaika» by Ryndzyunskaya, «Oktyabrenok»
by Sandomirskaya, «Bather», «Mostostroitel» by Chaikov.
Since the late 1920s, the ORS was attacked by Proletkult
theorists for lack of «ideological content» and adherence to «bourgeois»
forms of «sculpture.» In the spring of 1932 the Society was liquidated.

32

[ I M P O R TA N T G R O U P O F Y O U N G A R T I S T S ]

III-ia vystavka kartin i skul’ptury: Obshchestvo Krug khudozhnikov. Russky
muzei: Katalog [i.e. The Third Exhibition of Paintings and Sculpture:
The Society Circle of Artists. Russian Museum: Catalogue]. Leningrad:
o-vo “Krug khudozhnikov”, 1929. 12 pp. 17x13 cm. In original printed
illustrated wrappers. Good, tears and creases of the wrappers, most
of the text block is detached, unprofessional restoration of the spine
(inner side) and small tear of the rear wrapper, a few small tears of the
lower margin of pages, previous owner’s marks in a shape of the cross
in front of artists’ names (and ‘1942’ in two cases).
Worldcat locates
only one copy in
Getty Research
Institute.

One of 1000 copies. Very rare.
This is an exhibition catalogue of an important avant-garde
artists’ group which existed for a short period but left a visible mark.
The exhibition opened in April, 1929 in Russian Museum in
Leningrad. A short foreword from the society’s board precedes the list of
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183 works by 36 artists. Artists’ names are accompanied by the address
of their workshop (which points to an additional purpose of the
catalogue - to sell works). Titles of the works differ from each other
- some have comments or materials meaning artists provided the
information themselves, without any editorial. This is a great historical
evidence of the early Leningrad’s art exhibitions being not only cultural
and educational source but also the opportunity for artists to find
buyers for their works.
The activity of the society «Circle of Artists» is one of the bright,
unique and, at the same time, extremely characteristic phenomenon
of its time. Among the numerous artistic associations of the 1920s,
the «Circle of Artists» did not occupy a leading position, although the
relevance and results of the creative daring of «circle people» aroused
the most keen interest.
The society was founded in 1926 by 18 graduate students
of VKhUTEIN, the «Circle of Artists» society at first combined mostly
classmates. In the broadcast declaration young artists define the goal of
their creative efforts: «creating the style of the epoch.» «Collectivism»
and «unity of views» seem to them reliable guarantees of future
success. Another argument, no less important, in favor of the decision
to create a society was the declared «impossibility of participation in
the existing in Leningrad artistic societies.» «We - the former left ...» these words after the Moscow artists from the «Nozh» [i.e. Knife] could
have been repeated by the Circle. These young artists had experienced
the influence of the «left» and passed through the avant-garde school.
Among them were V. Pakulin and A. Pakhomov, S. Kupreyanov, T. Gernet,
M. Fedoricheva, D. Zagoskin, A. Poret, and others.
Soon, the «Circle of Artists» proclaims that in the search for an
adequate time of the «style of the epoch», it puts on the forefront «the
principle of a closely-knit team that exercises both general artistic and
ideological education of its members and directs their practical work.»
The main three exhibitions of the «Circle of Artists» took place in the
halls of the Russian Museum in 1927, 1928, 1929 as part of the activities
of the newly organized Department of New Trends, headed by Punin.
Exhibitions were accompanied by lectures and debates, with reports by
Punin, Tarabukin, Voinov and others. The apogee of their activity was the
second exhibition, which, as recalled by the former «circle men», was
visited by A.V. Lunacharsky.
Collectivism dominated the association’s activities: numerous
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meetings, discussions, views of sketches, reports preceded the
exhibitions. This led to curious situations: the «collective method of
leadership» forced Orekhov to paint over the face of his «Girl» (1927),
because «it was too specific and contradicted the ruthless struggle that
Circle conducted with manifestations of ‘everyday life’ «.
In 1930, defending themselves against accusations of
formalism, the «Circle» declared: «Our epoch must have its own style.»
They felt «organic with the revolution,» and their sincere faith allowed
them to create works that became a real epoch in the history of Russian
art, the era of «Soviet romanticism.» The society existed till 1932.
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[ TAT L I N ’ S P L A N E ]

Vystavka rabot zasluzhennogo deiatelia iskusstv V.E. Tatlina [i.e. Exhibition
of Works by Recognized Artist V.E. Tatlin]. Moscow; Leningrad: Izogiz,
1932. 10, [6] pp., including wrappers: ill. 10x14 cm. In original printed
wrappers with lettering on the front wrapper: «V. Tatlin». Very good.
Some soiling and light creases, owner’s signature on the rear wrapper
and correction on p.8, small piece of the corner of the rear wrapper lost.
Worldcat locates
a paper copy only
at Getty Research
Institute.

One of 1000 copies. Extremely rare, almost ephemeral
catalogue.
The exhibition was held in the State Museum of Fine Arts in
1932. The main exhibit was the model of the aircraft «Letatlin» made
in triplicate. In his foreword to the catalogue Tatlin wrote that this
apparatus «can enter into the everyday life of the Soviet masses as a
subject of consumer goods». When working on the Letatlin, the artist
was advised by the surgeon Heinze, teaching aviator Losev. There was
even a commentary made by a military pilot and pilot K. Artseulov. The
models were performed in the research laboratory of materials with
the participation of Sotnikov and Pavilionov. In all, 12 exhibits were
on display at the exhibition (as they are named in the catalog). The
catalogue also carries two photographs of Letatlin and a very small
photo of longeron.
This catalogue is a great evidence of the era of avant-garde
and constructivism coming to an end in the person of one of the major
artists of that time. Only few years later it would become impossible to
view such works in the State Museum or anywhere on display in USSR.
Vladimir Tatlin (1885-1953) was a Soviet painter, architect, and
the key exponent of Constructivist sculpture. His counter reliefs were
the most important part of his sculptural work. As part of an ongoing
focus on Pablo Picasso’s Cubism, Tatlin abandoned any association with
materiality in his works, adopting pure geometric and technic solutions,
using their material character, tension and weight ratio. These works
also represented a necessary step of development towards Machine Art,
which Tatlin also founded.
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[ A RT E X H I B I T I O N O N M O S C O W S T R E E T S ]

Moskva 1 maia 1933 [i.e. Moscow on the 1st of May of 1933]. [Moscow]:
Tsentr. pervomaiskaya khudozh, podkomissia Mossoveta, [1933]. 48 pp.
17,5x12,5 cm. In original constructivist-style wrappers. Very good, small
tears of the spine, diagonal crease of the upper part of the back cover
and a few pages.
No copies
according to the
Worldcat.

One of 3000 copies. First and only edition. Rare.
This edition is dedicated to the profound and well-planned
decoration of the city due to a big celebration of the May 1st of
1933 (the first year of the second five-year-plan, piatiletka). The book
itself has a laconic geometrical yet catchy wrapper design. The book
includes catalogue of all paintings which were presented outside on
Gor’ky (Tverskaia), Petrovka, Stoleshnikov and Kuznetsky streets with
artists’ names, titles and exact places where paintings were installed.
All paintings were dedicated to such subjects as geography of USSR,
manufacturing and agriculture, military forces and Revolution, etc.
The interesting part of the catalogue is a description of squares’
decoration. There were 8 decorated squares with different themes.
The Red Square decoration was constructed by Stenberg brothers,
and the theme was «Long live May the 1st, the holiday of solidarity of
the international proletariat!». The main elements of the decoration
were two giant portraits of Lenin and Stalin on GUM building and a
panel with Pervomai slogans on 4 languages. A monumental sculpture
by Kuznetsov was installed on the Lobnoye Mesto. Okhotnyi riad was
decorated with «architectural construction» designed by Gustav Klutsis
(the theme was «Raise the Banner of Marx, Engels, Lenin, Stalin») which
was installed on the facade of hotel «Moskva». The project was based
on the poster by Klutsis on the same subject (printed by IZOGIZ). The
idea was to show how closely Stalin’s rule connected to revolutionary
studies of Marx and Engels. There were 4 panels, on one of them there
were depicted fortresses of old world and of new (Dneprostroi). All
elements were lit.
Decorating of parades and public events in early Soviet
history could be considered an art form just like agitprop posters or
art. Any information we can gather right now on the designs and the
organisation of these events is historically and culturally important.
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[ Y E A R O F 1 9 3 2 : T H E E N D O F R U S S I A N AVA N T - G A R D E ]

Khudozhniki RSFSR za XV let (1917-1933): Zhivopis’, skul’ptura, plakat,
karrikatura, grafika. Katalog vystavki: Grafika [i.e. Artists of RSFSR for
15 years (1917-1933): Painting, Sculpture, Poster, Cartoon, Graphics.
Exhibition Catalogue: Graphics]. Moscow: Vsekokhudozhnik, 1934. 80 pp.,
47 pl. 18x15 cm. In original printed overlapped wrappers. Very good. A
few pale stains on the spine, tears of the wrapper’s extremities.
One of 1000 copies. Rare.
This is a catalogue of graphic art from the exhibition «Artists
of the RSFSR for 15 years» which opened on June 27, 1933 in Moscow.
It was shown a year earlier in Leningrad in the State Russian Museum
featuring the best works of Soviet artists created during that period.
In all, more than 3500 works were demonstrated in Moscow. The
catalogue includes a fragment from A.S. Bubnov’s speech (he was
a secretary of the organizing committee), names of members of the
committee, and a list of graphic works in alphabetical order by the
artist and chronologically for each artist. 47 black and white plates
include works by Altman, Lebedev, Filonov, Deineka, Kravchenko, Tyrsa,
Pakhomov, Vereisky, Kustodiev, Favorsky and others.
The Moscow Jubilee Exhibition included five sections, forming
five independent, completely finished parallel exhibitions, united by
a common chronological framework and unity of the design set. The
sculpture section represented in Leningrad by a very meager and
random set of works had to be rebuilt as an equal and integral sector
for the Moscow exhibition. Also completely new in comparison with
the Leningrad exhibition were sections of the Soviet poster with a
caricature and theatrical and decorative art, sections perhaps the most
remarkable in terms of exceptional creative brilliancy.
The exhibition was planned as an important political event
- demonstration of cultural evolution, growth and prosperity, the
superiority to the decaying West. In fact it became a watershed
separating avant-garde from the official Soviet art. Although the
exhibition was opened with Malevich’s work hanging at the entrance,
the triumph of avant-gardists came to an end, the state made a bet
on socialist realism. For the lack of understanding of the moment, the
exhibition curator Nikolai Punin was fired, later arrested and sent to the
GULag.
Here are just some of the names of the exhibitors: A. Arkhipov,
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I. Grabar, A. Deineka, P. Konchalovsky, P. Korin, A. Kuprin, B. Kustodiev,
A. Lentulov, I. Mashkov, K. Petrov-Vodkin, M. Saryan, V. Tatlin, A. Tyshler,
P. Filonov, A. Shevchenko, D. Shterenberg, K. Yuon; N. Danko, I. Efimov,
A. Matveev, V. Mukhina, M. Rukovishnikov, I. Shadr; V. Deni, G. Klutsis, V.
Lebedev, V. Mayakovsky, D. Moore, Stenberg brothers, M. Cheremnykh,
B. Efimov, Kukryniksy and many others. Every artist had a different life
after this exhibition. For example, Filonov about whom Grabar’ later said
that he took «a special place at the exhibition by creating his intricate
style of elements of cubism and calligraphy, flavored with a strong dose
of homegrown philosophy» wasn’t able to exhibit for several decades
after that because official Soviet art society didn’t recognize him as a
legit artist.
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[ H I S T O RY O F T H E S O V I E T G R A P H I C A R T ]

Vystavka graviury i oforta: Katalog [i.e. Exhibition of Engraving and Etching:
Catalogue]. Moscow: Sovetsky khudozhnik, 1953. 53 pp., 22 ill. cm. In
original printed wrappers. Small tear of the spine and light rubbing of
the wrappers, pale stain on the front wrapper. Otherwise very good.
No copies
according to the
Worldcat.

One of 500 copies. Extremely rare.
The exhibition was organized by The Artists’ Union of the USSR
in March of 1953, and united two types of engravings - book graphics and
prints. Among contemporary works there were a few pre-Revolutionary
prints and prints of 1920s-30s including works by Mitrokhin, Vereisky,
Favorsky, Ostroumova-Lebedeva, Nivinsky, Pavlov, Kravchenko, etc. In all
there were 538 pieces of art presented by 94 artists.
The catalogue includes 22 reproductions, among them are
works by Ostroumova-Lebedeva (1912, 1916, 1920) and Favorsky
(1950). The list of works itself is divided into sections by types of works.
This exhibition is an overview of a 35-year history of Soviet
graphics. As usual in the introduction it the art of 1920s-30s (‘formalism’)
is being claimed wrong and causing ‘great harm to Soviet art but how
realism was able to win and flourish: “The line, the stroke and the stain
which were self-sufficient earlier, nowadays serve the artists only as
means for creating an image”.
This catalogue is interesting not only for its overview of a
specific subject but is a precious historic evidence of the time when a
large and important part of Russian art legacy was banned, destroyed
and forgotten.
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